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ADHOUSE BOOKS

YOUNG FRANCES VOL 01 POPE HATS HC
(W/A) HARTLEY LIN • Hartley (A.K.A. Ethan 
Rilly), tells us the first collection from Pope 
Hats is “about trying not to get ruined by the 
realities of adulthood: tough career choices, 
straying friendships, potential future regrets…
and working for insane bosses!” Insomniac 
law clerk Frances Scarland is recruited by 
her firm’s most notorious senior partner 
and seems poised for serious advancement, 
whether she wants it or not. 144 pp. • $19.95

AFTERSHOCK COMICS

WALK THROUGH HELL #1
(W) GARTH ENNIS (A) GORAN SUDZUKA • 
Two FBI agents investigating their colleagues’ 
disappearance stumble into an all-out night-
mare in a warehouse. About this new work of 
psychological horror, Garth says it’s “more of a 
response to the current administration, involving 
corruption and wrongdoing, and the bubbling up 
of an evil long held in check.” 32 pp. $3.99

AMULET BOOKS
LUMBERJANES ILLUSTRATED NOVEL VOL 01 
UNICORN POWER HC
(W) MARIKO TAMAKI (A) BROOKLYN ALLEN • 
The five scouts of Roanoke cabin at Qiunzella 
Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet’s Camp 
for Hardcore Lady Types love their summers 
at camp: hanging out with their best friends, 
earning Lumberjane scout badges, annoying 
their no-nonsense counselor—and going on 
supernatural adventures. 208 pp. • $14.99

BALZER + BRAY
POSITIVELY IZZY GN
(W/A) TERRI LIBENSON • Two girls’ lives 
converge in unexpected ways on the day of a 
school talent show, which turns out to be even 
more dramatic than either could have imag-
ined. 224 pp. • $10.99 SC $22.99 HC

BLACK MASK COMICS
DISMANTLERS #1 
(W) ARIA BACI (A) ASHLEY A. WOODS • This 
is not a story of a prestigious Federation or of 
a powerful Empire, but of the menial labor-
ers who make it all possible, the unglamor-
ous characters who work behind the scenes of 
galactic expansion. 36 pp. • $3.99

WE ARE THE DANGER #1 
(W/A) FABIAN LELAY • Julie makes a new 
friend in her senior year at a new school—and 
now they’ve formed a band with their sights 
on a nationwide Battle of the Bands and a 
record deal. 36 pp. • $3.99

BOOM! STUDIOS
CODA #1 (of 12)
(W) SIMON SPURRIER (A) MATIAS BERGARA • 
In the aftermath of an apocalypse which 
wiped out nearly all magic from a once-won-
drous fantasy world, a former bard questing to 
save the soul of his wife is unwillingly drawn 
into a brutal power struggle. For fans of Mad 
Max and The Lord of the Rings. 48 pp. • $3.99

ADVENTURE TIME THE BEGINNING OF THE 
END #1
(W) TED ANDERSON (A) MARINA JULIA • Finn 
must confront the ghosts of his past selves, 
the alternate selves of his present, and all his 
possible futures, while Jake gather help from 
all of Ooo and beyond. 32 pp. $3.99

JIM HENSON FRAGGLE ROCK #1
(W/A) JARED CULLUM • An all-new, standalone 
adventure illustrated. 32 pp. • $3.99

SIX FIGURE CROWDFUNDING HC 
(W) DEREK MILLER, NOELLE PUGH (A) JOY HO • 
A bold, irreverent, how-to guide for the modern 
entrepreneur from a bestselling Kickstarter 
campaign manager. 208 pp. • $19.99

CHRONICLE BOOKS
THE MANY DEATHS OF SCOTT KOBLISH HC
(W/A) SCOTT KOBLISH • Marvel Comics artist 
Scott has been illustrating his own demise for 
many years in slapstick, surreal, and eerily 
plausible four-panel strips. 96 pp. • $14.95

CONUNDRUM PRESS
WEEGEE SERIAL PHOTOGRAPHER GN
(W) MAX DE RADIGUES, ALESHIA JENSEN (A) 
WAUTER MANNAERT • Walk through the New 
York City of 80 years ago with the photogra-
pher known for staging crime scenes before 
the police showed up. 140 pp. • $18.00

DARK HORSE COMICS
BLACKWOOD #1 
(W) EVAN DORKIN (A) VERONICA FISH • A 
magical murder in a sorcery school. When four 
teenagers with haunted pasts enroll in a school 
that trains students in the mystical arts, they 
undergo a crash course in the occult for the 
sake of the world. Ask about DORK HC, a collec-
tion of Evan’s humor strips. 32 pp. • $3.99

ETHER COPPER GOLEMS #1 
(W) MATT KINDT (A/CA) DAVID RUBIN • Portals 
between Earth and a magic world crack open, 
unleashing devastating fury on our planet—
and only adventurer Boone Dias can seal the 
breaches.ETHER VOL 01 DEATH OF THE LAST 
GOLDEN BLAZE TP also available. 32 pp. • $3.99

WITCHFINDER GATES OF HEAVEN #1 (of 5) 
(W) MIKE MIGNOLA, CHRIS ROBERSON (A) 
D’ISRAELI • Sir Edward Grey is pulled deeper 
into an underground supernatural exploration 
alongside new allies in the race to stop a mad 
scientist from destroying London. 32 pp. • $3.99

WORLD OF TANKS CITADEL #1 (of 5) 
(W) GARTH ENNIS (A) P. J. HOLDEN • The 
Eastern Front, 1943. Captain Piotr Piotrowicz 
and his driver, Natalya “Ginger” Pulkhova, 
prepare for battle, equipped with the worst 
tanks in the Russian inventory. 32 pp. • $3.99

DC COMICS
DC NATION #0
(W) TOM KING, SCOTT SNYDER, JAMES 
TYNIONIV, JOSHUA WILLIAMSON, BRIAN 
MICHAEL BENDIS (A) CLAY MANN, JOSÉ LUIS 
GARCÍA-LÓPEZ (A) • Three preludes to the 
biggest DC events of the year, not to be reprinted 
until the series’ collections. 32 pp. • $0.25

HARLEY LOVES JOKER #1 (of 2) 
(W) PAUL DINI (A) BRET BLEVINS • Harley’s 
creator returns to deliver the wrap-up of the 
flashback tale that ran as a backup in Harley 
Quinn last year. 32 pp. • $3.99

JUSTICE LEAGUE NO JUSTICE #1 (of 4) 
(W) SCOTT SNYDER, JAMES TYNION IV, JOSHUA 
WILLIAMSON (A) FRANCIS MANAPUL • Beings 
comprised of Mystery, Wonder, Wisdom and 
Entropy are devouring planets—and the only 
way to take down this threat is for the super-
hero teams of Earth to forget everything they 
thought they knew and form new alliances. A 
weekly miniseries. 32 pp. • $3.99

NEW CHALLENGERS #1 
(W) SCOTT SNYDER, AARON GILLESPIE (A) 
KLAUS JANSON • Five misfit strangers get a 
second chance at life, but only if they obey 
the orders of the mysterious Professor and 
execute deadly missions in the most unex-
plored corners of the multiverse. 32 pp. • $2.99

DRAWN & QUARTERLY
LOVE THAT BUNCH HC 
(W/A) ALINE KOMINSKY CRUMB • The legend-
ary underground cartoonist, from a Beatles-
loving fangirl, to East Village groupie, to an 
adult grappling with her past, to an ’80s house-
wife and mother, and then reflecting back on 
her childhood 40 years later. 208 pp. • $29.95

SABRINA HC 
(W) NICK DRNASO • A young woman vanishes, 
leaving behind her grieving sister and lover. 
An unconnected airman in the U.S. Air Force is 
drawn into a web of suppositions, wild theo-
ries, and outright lies. 240 pp. • $27.95

DYNAMITE ENTERTAINMENT
RED SONJA TARZAN #1
(W) GAIL SIMONE (A) WALTER GEOVANI • Eson 
Duul is an evil man, with no regard for life. But 
he may finally have met his match. Ask about 
variant covers. 32 pp. • $3.99
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SHERLOCK HOLMES VANISHING MAN #1
(W) LEAH MOORE, JOHN REPPION (A) JULIUS 
OHTA • A family man, reliable at both work 
and home, disappears with no clues left 
behind. 32 pp. $3.99

EMET COMICS
JELLY VAMPIRE VOL 01 GN
(W/A) IDA EVA NEVERDAHL • Lulu Lulusen, an 
imaginative and unusual girl, embarks on darkly 
humorous adventures, disemboweling bullies 
and traveling to a planet made entirely of the 
soft underside of cat paws. 122 pp. • $19.99

VERONA VOL 01 GN
(W) EMILY DELL (A) MOLLIE ELIZABETH HELMS, 
BRYNDON EVERETT • In modern-day Verona, 
the Montoyas and Capulets are warring 
assassin clans, serving contracts for Henrys, 
Hamlets, and MacBeths. When Jo Capulet and 
Roman Montoya are thrown together after a 
mission gone wrong, they see in each other a 
chance for a new life—even if it means destroy-
ing everyone in their path. 180 pp. • $24.99

FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS
ROCK STEADY: BRILLIANT ADVICE FROM MY 
BIPOLAR LIFE GN
(W/A) ELLEN FORNEY • The sequel companion 
book to Marbles: Mania, Depression, Michelangelo, 
and Me. A survival guide of tips, tricks, and 
tools by someone who has been through it all 
and come through stronger for it. 200 pp. • $19.99

FARRAR, STRAUS AND GIROUX
ALL SUMMER LONG GN
(W/A) HOPE LARSON • When her best friend 
Austin goes to camp, thirteen-year-old Bina 
has a long summer ahead of her—until she 
finds an unlikely companion in Austin’s older 
sister, a fellow music fan. Then Austin comes 
home from camp, acting even weirder than 
when he left. 176 pp. • $12.99 SC $21.99 HC

:01 FIRST SECOND
ANIMUS VOL 01 GN
(W/A) ANTOINE REVOY • The residents of a 
quiet Japanese neighborhood slowly realize 
inauspicious, paranormal forces are in the 
local playground. A young boy and girl, resolve 
to exorcise the evil there. 224 pp. • $16.99

CHASMA KNIGHTS VOL 01 GN
(W) KATE REED PETTY (A) BOYA SUN • Beryl 
lives in a world full of mechanical toys that 
almost seem alive. Everyone has a special 
abillty except Beryl—or maybe she has one 
that nobody knows about. 128 pp. $17.99

IDW PUBLISHING
COME AGAIN HC
(W/A) NATE POWELL • As the sun sets on the 
1970s, the spirit of the Love Generation still 
lingers among the aging hippies of one “inten-
tional community” high in the Ozarks—while 
deep within those Arkansas hills, something 
monstrous stirs, ready to feast on village whis-
pers. Available 6/11. 280 pp. • $24.99

DELTA 13 #1
(W) STEVE NILES (A) NAT JONES • When a 
mysterious, huge, and previously undiscov-
ered asteroid looms over their ship, a small 
crew of blue-collar workers discovers a terrify-
ing threat. 32 pp. • $3.99

JOHN BYRNE STOWAWAY TO STARS SPECIAL 
EDITION #1
(W/A) JOHN BYRNE • A journey through brand-
new worlds and galaxies in a beautiful series 
of full-page, full-color illustrations, accom-
panied by a light, evocative science-fiction 
storyline. 48 pp. • $7.99

JOHN BYRNE XMEN ARTIFACT ED HC
(W) CHRIS CLAREMONT (A) JOHN BYRNE • 
More than 100 pages of covers, splashes and 
pages from Byrne’s X-Men run, all scanned 
from the original art and reproduced at actual 
size. Available 6/25. 144 pp. • $125.00

SILENCE OF MALKA HC
(W) JORGE ZENTNER (A) RUBEN PELLEJERO • 
A sweeping and poignant story of Ashkenazi 
Jews fleeing the Russian pogroms at the end 
of the 19th Century, as well as a parable of the 
making of a modern society and the extent to 
which religion and mysticism meet. Winner 
of the Best Foreign Graphic Album award at 
the Angoulême International Comics Festival 
Available 6/18. 112 pp. • $24.99

TMNT URBAN LEGENDS #1
(W) GARY CARLSON (A) FRANK FOSCO • 
Presenting the entire Image Comics run 
(TMNT Volume 3) for the first time ever in 
full color. The turtles and Master Splinter are 
attacked by a of group of cyborgs led by the 
female ninja called Pimiko. 32 pp. • $3.99

IMAGE COMICS
BARRIER #1 (of 5) COLLECTORS EDITION 
(W) BRIAN K. VAUGHAN (A) MARCOS MARTIN, 
MUNTSA VICENTE • An unconventional drama 
about violence, language, and illegal immigra-
tion with a sci-fi twist. Presented weekly in its 
original landscape format. 56 pp. • $4.99

DEATH OR GLORY #1 
(W) RICK REMENDER (A) BENGAL • Glory was 
raised off the grid in a convoy amid truck-
ers, the last men and women fighting for true 
freedom. But now she has just three days to 
pull off four dangerous cross-country heists—
with mob killers, crooked cops, and a psycho 
ex-husband all on her trail. 48 pp. • $4.99

FLAVOR #1
(W) JOSEPH KEATINGE (A) WOOK JIN CLARK, 
TAMRA BONVILLAIN, RICH TOMMASO • In 
a world where chefs are the ultimate celeb-
rity and food is the most valued commod-
ity, the high-stakes competition of Hunger 
Games collides with lush, Miyazaki-esque 
worldbuilding. Within a strange walled city, 
an unlicensed chef discovers a mystery that 
threatens to end it all. 32 pp. $3.99

IT WILL ALL HURT TP
(W/A) FAREL DALRYMPLE • From the world 
of The Wrenchies. Alemendra and her crew of 
anti-social adventurers all come together on a 
psych-apocalyptic world to take down an evil 
wizard. Available 6/13. 176 pp. •$18.99

MEDIEVAL SPAWN WITCHBLADE #1 
(W) BRIAN HOLGUIN (W/A) BRIAN HABERLIN • 
A village is besieged by a dark force, then 
Spawn emerges from the shadows—is he their 
savior…or their destroyer? 32 pp. • $2.99

STREET ANGEL GOES TO JUVIE HC
(W) BRIAN MARUCA (W/A) JIM RUGG • Jesse 
“Street Angel” Sanchez gets pinched and must 
do a stretch in Angel City’s infamous juve-
nile corrections center, Alcatraz, Jr. where she 
meets a girl gang, besties a superhero side-
kick, pushes the lunch lady to the limit, and 
watches Harriet the Spy. 40 pp. • $19.99

SON OF HITLER HC 
(W) ANTHONY DEL COL, GEOFF MOORE (A) 
JEFF MCCOMSEY • The never-before told tale 
of Adolf Hitler’s secret child and how he was 
the key to ending WW II. A story so wild it 
could only be true…maybe. 192 pp. • $24.99

WHERE WE LIVE: LAS VEGAS SHOOTING 
BENEFIT ANTHOLOGY TP
(W) VARIOUS (A) VARIOUS • A riveting collec-
tion of both fictional stories and actual 
eye-witness accounts told by an all-star 
lineup of the top talent working in comics 
today. JH Williams III, artist and curating 
editor, says it’s “not just about Vegas. It’s about 
where we lie in our hearts and minds, in our 
nation, in our humanity.” 256 pp. • $19.99

KODANSHA COMICS
GOLOSSEUM VOL 01 GN
(W/A) YASUSHI BABA • Scientists discover a 
new material that renders people immune 
to all existing weapons—but these “peace-
makers” instead transform world war into a 
martial-arts free-for-all. 208 pp. • $12.99

LION FORGE
THE BIG EMPTY LIFE OF ALPHONSE TABOURET HC
(W) SIBYLLINE DESMAZIERES, CAPUCINE (A) 
JEROME D’AVIAU • Alphonse was born on a 
stump in the woods and immediately had a 
million questions—so he sets off in search of 
his maker, as well as some sense of purpose in 
Life. 192 pp. • $24.99

OOTHAR THE BLUE HC
(W/A) BRANDON REESE • Oothar just doesn’t 
feel like slaying dragons today. What is a 
melancholy barbarian to do? 40 pp. • $16.99

THE ENCHANTED CHEST HC
(W) JEAN-FRANCOIS CHABAS (A) DAVID SALA • 
An ornate chest attrackts the attention of a 
greedy King—but nothing and nobody can 
open it. Only the Lynx, whose magical eyes 
allow her to see through anything, can finally 
satisfy the King’s curiosity. 28 pp. • $17.99
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MARVEL COMICS
One the biggest names returns as the mystery 
unfolds across four miniseries: 

 � HUNT FOR WOLVERINE ADAMANTIUM 
AGENDA #1 (of 4)
(W) TOM TAYLOR (A) R. B. SILVA • Iron Man, 
Spider-Man, Jessica Jones and Luke Cage 
discover a deep-state conspiracy. 32 pp. • $3.99

 � HUNT FOR WOLVERINE CLAWS OF A KILLER  
#1 (of 4)
(W) MARIKO TAMAKI (A) BUTCH GUICE • 
Sabretooth, Lady Deathstrike and Daken 
uncover a horrific nightmare. 32 pp. • $3.99

 � HUNT FOR WOLVERINE IN MYSTERY 
MADRIPOOR #1 (of 4)
(W) JIM ZUB (A) CHRIS BACHALO • Storm, 
Rogue, Psylocke, Domino, and Jubilee take on 
a twisted cabal of crime. 32 pp. • $3.99

 � HUNT FOR WOLVERINE WEAPON LOST #1 
(of 4) 
(W) CHARLES SOULE (A) MATTEO BUFFAGNI • 
Daredevil, Misty Knight, Frank McGee, and 
Cypher investigate recent sightings across 
the globe. 32 pp. • $3.99

AVENGERS #1
(W) JASON AARON (A) ED MCGUINNESS • Thor 
Odinson, Steve Rogers, and Tony Stark are 
reunited, just in time to face the space gods 
known as Celestials. Who will answer the call 
to assemble —and what strange, world-shak-
ing connection exists to Odin’s ancient band 
of Prehistoric Avengers? 40 pp. • $4.99

BLACK PANTHER #1
(W) TA-NEHISI COATES (A) DANIEL ACUNA • 
T’Challa discovers that Wakanda is much 
bigger than he ever dreamed: across the vast 
Multiverse lies the Intergalactic Empire of 
Wakanda. 40 pp. • $4.99

INFINITY COUNTDOWN DARKHAWK #1 (of 4) 
(W) CHRIS SIMS, CHAD BOWERS (A) GANG 
HYUK LIM • Spinning out of Infinity Countdown: 
Chris Powell is the galaxy’s only line of 
defense against the return of the ancient army 
of the Fraternity of Raptors. 32 pp. • $3.99

MIGHTY THOR AT THE GATES OF VALHALLA #1 
(One-shot) 
(W) JASON AARON (A) RAMON K. PEREZ, JEN 
BARTEL • Jane Foster’s power to inspire lives 
on, even in the far future—but right now, 
Malekith’s power grows. 40 pp. • $4.99

QUICKSILVER NO SURRENDER #1 (of 5) 
(W) SALADIN AHMED (A) ERIC NGUYEN • 
Trapped beyond the perception of friends, 
family and allies, Quicksilver wages a 
one-man guerilla war against a monster that 
he’s not even sure is real, to save a world that 
he may never be a part of again. 32 pp. • $3.99

STAR WARS: LANDO: DOUBLE OR  
NOTHING #1 (of 5) 
(W) RODNEY BARNES (A) PAOLO VILLANELLI • 
Adventures and misadventures in search of 
love and money leading up to Lando’s appear-
ance in Solo: A Star Wars Story. 32 pp. • $3.99

STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI  
ADAPTATION #1 (of 6)
(W) GARY WHITTA (A) MICHAEL WALSH • 
featuring never-before-seen scenes of favorite 
characters. 40 pp. • $4.99

VENOM #1
(W) DONNY CATES (A) RYAN STEGMAN • An 
ancient evil has been awakened—and with 
it, something equally evil is rising within 
Venom. Donny promises, “if y’all thought 
Thanos and Strange were insane…well, strap in, 
because you ain’t seen nothing yet.” 40 pp. $4.99

YOU ARE DEADPOOL #1 
(W) AL EWING (A) SALVA ESPIN • A weekly 
comic series that’s also a role-playing adven-
ture: decide Deadpool’s choices, roll dice for 
combat, and track your scores. 32 pp. • $3.99

NOBROW
MEAN GIRLS CLUB: PINK DAWN HC
(W/A) RYAN HESHKA • The mayor has a plan to 
take down the Club—but what happens when 
a feisty mechanic sent to infiltrate it is torn 
between her job and her family? 96 pp. • $20.95

SCOUT COMICS

JAZZ LEGEND #1
(W) JC LACEK (A) VASCO DUARTE • There’s 
a new drug on the streets of Motorcity, and 
an eccentric writer takes an interest in the 
visions it brings a hard-living musician. JC 
tells us about this neo noir, “if Miles Davis had 
been the one to fall down the rabbit hole in Alice 
in Wonderland, you would have had something 
closely resembling the bizarre and turbulent 
world of Jazz Legend.” 32 pp. • $3.99

SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT LLC
CLAUDINE GN 
(W/A) RIYOKO IKEDA • Born as “Claudine” in a 
female-assigned body that doesn’t reflect the 
man inside, this heart-wrenching story follows 
Claudine through life, pain, and the love of 
several women. 104 pp. • $13.99

MY SOLO EXCHANGE DIARY GN 
(W) KABI NAGATA • The sequel to My Lesbian 
Experience with Loneliness. Diary comics explore 
personal issues surrounding mental health, 
identity, and intimacy. 168 pp. • $14.99

SATAN’S SECRETARY VOL 01 GN
(W/A) KAMOTSU KAMONABE • The Demon 
King is awake at last and hellbent on world 
domination—but first he needs a human to 
organize his devilish plot. 168 pp. • $12.99

VOYNICH HOTEL VOL 01 GN
(W/A) SEIMAN DOUMAN • Staffed by murder-
ous maids and situated on a war-ravaged 
island, the Voynich Hotel looks like a good place 
for an ex-yakuza to lie low. 180 pp. • $12.99

SILVER SPROCKET
PINKY & PEPPER FOREVER GN
(W/A) IVY ATOMS • After Pinky’s lethal perfor-
mance art piece, her devoted girlfriend Pepper 
follows her into death, only to find that in Hell, 
Pinky is...thriving? 60 pp. • $12.00

SOURCE POINT PRESS
ROT #1 (of 3)
(W) DAVID HAYES (A) SEAN SEAL • When a 
maniacal government scientist performed 
experiments on contract killer Dwight 
Cochran for the military, what did they create—
and what rose from the grave? 32 pp. • $3.99

TEN SPEED PRESS
THE COMIC BOOK STORY OF BASEBALL GN
(W) ALEX IRVINE (A) TOMM COKER • A 
complete look at the beginnings (both real and 
legendary), developments, triumphs, and trage-
dies of baseball, spotlighting the players, teams, 
games, and moments that have kept the game 
so popular for so long. 176 pp. • $18.99

TITAN COMICS
2021 LOST CHILDREN #1 (of 2) 
(W/A) STEPHANE BETBDER • Escape from New 
York meets the X-Men. 2021, Detroit has seceded 
from the United States and its citizens are 
under the control of a madman with extraor-
dinary abilities. The only hope of retaking the 
city lies with four super-powered children—but 
their powers come with a price. 56 pp. • $5.99

DARK SOULS AGE OF FIRE #1 
(W) RYAN O’SULLIVAN (A) ANTON KOKAREV • 
Tying into Dark Souls One. A dramatic retell-
ing of the legends of Gwyn, Lord of Cinder and 
Knight Artorias. 32 pp. • $3.99

VALIANT ENTERTAINMENT
VALIANT HIGH #1 
(W) DANIEL KIBBLESMITH (A) DEREK CHARM • 
A hilarious reimagining of Valiant’s universe—
before they became legends, the world’s most 
formidable heroes roamed the halls of a super- 
powered preparatory academy. 32 pp. • $3.99

VAULT COMICS
VAGRANT QUEEN #1
(W) MAGDALENE VISAGGIO (A) JASON SMITH • 
Former child queen Elida was driven from 
her throne and forced to wander the galaxy, 
evading the revolutionary forces that wanted 
her dead—now she must return to her former 
kingdom to rescue her mother. 28 pp. • $3.99

VIZ MEDIA LLC
FULLMETAL ALCHEMIST FULLMETAL ED VOL 
01 HC
(W) HIROMU ARAKAWA • In ritual gone wrong, 
Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his 
brother Alphonse became nothing but a soul in 
a suit of armor. Now Edward is a state alche-
mist, seeking the one thing that can restore his 
and his brother’s bodies. 280 pp. • $19.99

YEN PRESS
NAPPING PRINCESS VOL 01: THE STORY OF 
UNKNOWN ME GN
(W) HANA ICHIKA (A) KENJI KAMIYAMA • 
When Kokone sleeps she dreams of a place 
where she’s a princess with magical powers—
but now events in her dreams and real life are 
starting to intersect. 192 pp. • $13.00
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if something is incorrect or changes. Ask your local comic shop if you have questions or need clarification. They’re good folks, they’ll help. And remember—all comics aren’t necessarily for kids.

KNOWHERE GAMES AND COMICS • 744 GRAND AVE. SUITE 102 • SAN MARCOS, CA 92078 • (760) 891-8333
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